Prediction of transition metal oxide BO 2 (B = Ti, V, etc.) polymorph energetic properties is critical to tunable material design and identifying thermodynamically accessible structures. Determining procedures capable of synthesizing particular polymorphs minimally requires prior knowledge of their relative energetic favorability. Information concerning TiO 2 polymorph relative energetic favorability has been ascertained from experimental research. In this study, the consistency of first-principles predictions and experimental results involving the relative energetic ordering of stable (Rutile), metastable (Anatase and Brookite), and unstable (Columbite) TiO 2 polymorphs is assessed via Density Functional Theory (DFT). Considering the issues involving electron-electron interaction and charge delocalization in TiO 2 calculations, relative energetic ordering predictions are evaluated over trends varying Ti Hubbard U 3d or exact exchange fraction parameter values. Energetic trends formed from varying U 3d predict experimentally consistent energetic ordering over U 3d intervals when using GGA-based functionals, regardless of pseudopotential selection. Given pertinent linear response calculated Hubbard U values, these results enable TiO 2 polymorph energetic ordering prediction. Hybrid functional calculations involving Rutile-Anatase relative energetics, though demonstrating experimentally consistent energetic ordering over exact exchange fraction ranges, are not accompanied by predicted fractions, for a first-principles methodology capable of calculating exact exchange fractions precisely predicting TiO 2 polymorph energetic ordering is not available.
Introduction
Transition metal dioxides characterized as BO 2 are used in applications that involve supportive substrates in CO oxidation processes, 1-3 photocatalysis, 4,5 electrochemical water polymorphs, 37, 45 that are close in value consistently. 37, 42, 45 However, previous use of DFT to determine the relative energetics of TiO 2 37,45,46 structures has yielded functional-dependent results. Across the development of different basis sets and orbital overlap criteria, use of the LDA functional consistently predicts the relative energetic favorability of Rutile relative to Anatase, serving as the only functional capable of consistently demonstrating bulk Rutile to be more energetically favorable than bulk Anatase over multiple basis sets and orbital overlap criteria. Under a single basis set and orbital overlap criteria combination, the use of pure HF exchange can also achieve the relative energetic favorability of Rutile, while all other combinations of input produce HF functional results with lower relative energetic differences favoring Anatase than the corresponding energetic differences produced by non-LDA func-
tionals. In all other tested combinations of basis set and orbital overlap criteria, spanning consideration of HF, LDA, PBE, PBE0, and B3LYP functionals, Anatase is predicted to be more energetically favorable than Rutile.
46
Experimentally and theoretically, the relative phase stability of TiO 2 polymorphic structures has been determined to be strongly affected by particle size, 8,12,47 particle shape, 26, 48 pressure and temperature conditions during synthesis, 47,49,50 and the solvent surrounding that phase. 47, 48 Studies completed using the ReaxFF method 51 have begun to characterize the relationships between phase stability and these factors 52,53 instead of DFT due to computational cost. 54, 55 Surface structural configurations, 56 atomic bond lengths and angles, 53, 55 and bulk structure equations of state (EOS) 52,54 calculated with DFT are used to parameterize ReaxFF calculations, thus accurate electronic structure calculations are still needed to reliably characterize TiO 2 phase stability.
Though the reasons for the inconsistent energetic ordering results for TiO 2 across functionals are still contested, 57 a probable source is the non-systematic error incurred by unphys-calculations can be accounted for using hybrid functionals such as PBE0 and HSE06, in which the delocalization of 3d Ti electron charge density typical in standard functionals is countered by the matching localization effects induced by employing exact Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange.
61
Considering that the relative energetic ordering of Rutile and Anatase TiO 2 polymorphs can change when switching between using standard functionals 25, 32 and exact HF exchange, 62 hybrid functionals can apparently resolve the correct relative energetics of TiO 2 polymorphs albeit with large computational expense. 38 Though physical electron delocalization behavior was achieved using 20% HF exchange with Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation in these TiO 2 polymorphs, 63 physically reasonable behavior was not achieved in oxides such as NiO using this amount of HF exchange. 63, 64 Thus, the use of a single percentage of HF exchange cannot be generalized over many materials and cannot be applied to a predictive methodology.
Electron-electron interaction error can also be accounted for with the Hubbard U model, which observes Rutile-Anatase energetic ordering changes over specific ranges of U applied to the 3d orbitals of Ti and gives physical delocalization behavior over the range U Ti,3d = 3.0-4.0 eV. 63 Furthermore, U parameters between 3.0-3.5 eV have already been calculated for several TiO 2 polymorphs using the first-principles method of linear response theory, [65] [66] [67] illustrating the potential for employing this method to consistently and accurately predict phase stability across broad sets of BO 2 polymorphs.
3,65
This study will focus on determining the extent to which a consistent relative energetic ordering can be achieved over calculations that vary in functional and pseudopotential selection. Under typical ambient conditions, three naturally occurring TiO 2 polymorphs are expected to occur, namely Rutile, Anatase, and Brookite. were not investigated due to the higher required energy cutoffs required by their use.
78,79
The rotationally invariant Dudarev implementation of the Hubbard U model was used to account for electron-electron interaction error in spin-polarized, paramagnetic (PM) TiO 2 polymorph calculations. 63, 86 In this implementation, the on-site Coulombic (U ) and Exchange (J) terms are combined into a single effective U parameter (U ef f ) to account for errors in exchange correlation on Ti 3d orbitals. 86 Calculations completed using this procedure in VASP employed a 600 eV plane-wave energy, an 8 × 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 60 
Results and Discussion
The results of evaluating the energetic ordering of Rutile, Anatase, Columbite, and Brookite 
Effects of pseudopotentials
As is shown in Figure 1, 
Effects of exchange-correlation functionals
As shown in Figure 4 , the relative energetics of several sets of calculations involving different types of GGA functionals consistently reveal ranges of U 3d over which the E Rutile <E Anatase <E Brookite <E Columbite energetic ordering is preserved. In this Figure polymorphs share a common set of U values through which they can be directly energetically compared. In accordance with the calculation of U 3d intervals containing an experimentally consistent Rutile-Anatase energetic ordering, Figure 5 illustrates the fractions of exact exchange contributed to the PBE0 and HSE06 hybrid functionals in order to achieve E Rutile <E Anatase . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 rowness of the range of a over which the monotonic decline in formation energy is observed and the low number of data points resolved within that range. Despite the achievement of an experimentally consistent reversal in the Rutile-Anatase relative energetic ordering at higher fractions of HF exact exchange, improvement of the exact exchange fraction in Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP) parameterized hybrid functionals from 20% (B3LYP or Becke, three parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr) to 50% (H&HLYP or Half and Half, Lee-Yang-Parr) led to the calculation of physically unrealistic electronic structures in Rutile and Anatase TiO 2 .
63,64
Therefore, even though the improvement of exact exchange fraction in hybrid functionals can lead to experimentally consistent energetics in BO 2 systems, the physicality of the electronic structure yielding those structures cannot be guaranteed using solely hybrid functional energetic calculations.
Despite the evidence of consistent change in Ti 3d electron localization and delocalization behavior with the incrementation of U 3d value or exact exchange fraction (a), 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 document for this study. For both polymorphs in both hybrid functionals tested, a summary of these results reveals that the inversely proportional relationship between Rutile and Anatase cell volumes and the Rutile-Anatase formation energy is very strong, illustrating that an analogue of the relationship between atomic structure and relative energetics found when varying U in Hubbard U calculations is also present when varying the HF exchange fraction in hybrid functional calculations. 103, 104 In the case of Rutile, cell volume first decreases in proportion with the initial monotonic trend in relative formation energy then increases upon reversal of the trend, yielding system volumes at the HF exact exchange limit (a = 1.0) that vary across tested functionals. In the case of Anatase, the same increasing and decreasing trends in cell volume are present, though the system volume at the HF exact exchange limit more consistently matches that observed when a = 0.25 for both PBE0 and HSE06 functionals. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 discontinuity observed in formation energy can be strongly linked to variations in multiple structural properties independent of long-range exchange interaction screening, inferring that the physicality of the energetic discontinuity can be more directly determined via comparisons between the structural features yielded from experimental results and first-principles calculations.
In 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Given the connection between structure and Rutile-Anatase formation energetics in TiO 2 polymorphs, the calculation of formation energetics in similarly structured BO 2 polymorphs using hybrid functionals can also be affected by discontinuities, especially when considering the small magnitude of relative energetic changes resulting from variation in U or a for TiO 2 polymorphs. When measuring the maximum error that can result from using a PBE or HF non-hybridized functional rather than a hybrid functional, the HF exchange fraction of which is set with respect to the interpolated maximum of each formation energy trend (a → 1), the relative energetic differences between the results produced by either the HSE06 or PBE0
functional with a → 1 and corresponding results produced via a non-hybridized PBE or HF functional range from 0.068 to 0.127 eV/TiO 2 . As shown in the Supporting Information and previous research, 37 epitaxial stabilization of similarly composed polymorphs occurs within an energetic window of 0.1-0.2 eV. Considering that the maximum error reported previously observes the same order of magnitude of the energetic window implemented in epitaxial stabilization applications, the a priori use of hybrid functionals as a predictive tool capable of materials selection in these applications is questionable.
Conclusions
In this study, the relative energetic ordering of Rutile, Anatase, Brookite, and Columbite
TiO 2 polymorphs has been assessed using DFT+U and hybrid functional methodologies.
The relative formation energies of Anatase, Brookite, and Columbite with respect to Rutile were evaluated over variation in the U 3d parameter on Ti in Hubbard U calculations and the fraction of exact exchange in PBE0 and HSE06 calculations. Past research not incorporating
Hubbard U or hybrid functional methodologies of these TiO 2 polymorphs has indicated that their energetic ordering varies with functional selection. 37 However, when incorporating a
Hubbard U methodology, energetic trends resulting from variation in U are able to clearly resolve an energetic ordering consistent with experiment that persists regardless of the GGA-
23
Inclusion of the Ti pv or Ti sv pseudopotentials on PBE calculations preserved an interval of energetic ordering consistent with experiment that was qualitatively similar to those achieved using standard pseudopotentials. However, in the cases of Ti pv and Ti sv inclusive calculations, these energetic orderings differed from their PBE analogues largely by being shifted rightward with respect to them, as these qualitatively consistent energetic intervals occurred at U =4.7-7.0 and 5.8-8.2 eV, respectively. As a predominant result of upward shifts of the Rutile-Anatase energetic trends within them, the PBEsol functional with standard pseudopotentials observed an energetic ordering consistent with experiment within the U interval of 1.5-2.1 eV, whereas the LDA functional did not produce an experimentally consistent energetic ordering at any value of U . 
74,106
The Rutile-Anatase relative formation energy, which was most responsible for inconsistencies in relative energetic ordering predictions across functionals, was more extensively analyzed using hybrid functional calculations, namely by calculating formation energy as a function of exact exchange using both the PBE0 and HSE06 hybrid functionals. For PBE0
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